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Vice Presidents Report 2018
Wow, what a year it has been.
At the previous AGM I wasn’t sure if I wanted to attend the AGM but I did and walked away
with being nominated and selected as Vice President.
I have had a lot to learn this year about the ins and outs of the organisation and are still
learning! But with great support on the board it made things really easy to get the
understanding of how
things work.
Also in this year I was part of the Full team traveling to Shanghai to compete at the World Cup
stage one. This was also the first time in N.Z History that New Zealand had a full team at a world
cup event and was noted from World archery!
In this year I have also helped with the review of the Good Practice Guide for Archery under
NZRA (New Zealand recreation association) and education Outdoors NZ. If anyone requires this
I can forward a copy it’s a very comprehensive document.
After competing at Shanghai we received a lot of complaints in regard to the quality of the
uniforms, so I have taken it on me finding a new supplier that can do sublimated printing on
uniforms. NZ uniforms will have samples of what we are planning at Nationals to get feedback
from our archers.
I am very positive on the Future of Archery in New Zealand and believe that the sport will grow,
with more archers competing at an international level.
Rynard Van Tonder

Annual Athletes Convener Report 2018
As 2018 draws to an end, so does another busy year of archery for New Zealand.
Once again we were lucky enough to send archers of all types overseas to represent themselves
and/or Archery New Zealand, We had junior archers shooting the Trans-Tasman event over in
Australia, while Australia retained the trophy, I am sure everyone who attended had a great
time, and we look forward to hosting the event in 2019.
Archery New Zealand was also represented at all four world cup stages, with our very first full
team of archers attending Shanghai. We also had archers attending a grand-prix event, World
IFAA champs in South Africa, Continental Championships for Oceania in New Caledonia, Pro
Archery Series in Luxembourg, World Archery Field Championships and our first ever athlete to
attend the Youth Olympic Games in Argentina.
Once again the Archery New Zealand league series, which is kindly run by Steve Clifton proved
to still be popular among archers, with an outdoor and indoor series run. It continues to grow
each year, also special thanks to Attitude Archery for sponsoring prizes for the series.
It has been great to see clubs from all around the country stepping up and running
tournaments, and archery shops from around the country also chipping in to help the running
of these tournaments. Whether it is RMT’s right up to major tournaments and National
tournaments.
This allowed all caliber of archers the opportunity to obtain qualifying scores, records and PB’s
or to just enjoy shooting arrows. Special mentions go out to Massey Archery Club, Mountain
Green Archery Club and Auckland Archery Club for hosting the Field, indoors and outdoor
nationals respectively.
From the last Athletes AGM:
At the 2018 Athletes AGM it was discussed that the new NZ rep shirts were not of a high quality
and that we should endeavour to better the quality of the fabric and the branding before we
look into redesigning the rep shirt from scratch. Rynard van Tonder has been in contact with NZ
Uniforms and we hope to have some of the garments on display at Nationals both on and off
the shooting line.
The idea of a national matchplay series has been brought up for a few years, at the conclusion
of the 2018 athletes AGM i began working on it with help from Andrew Russell and Kathy
Barclay from where it had been left off. The Board of Archery New Zealand has approved the
idea of the series, but unfortunately that was as far as we got. I will endeavour to continue
work with the series in the hope of starting it in the summer of 2019.
I would like to wish everyone the best of luck with their shooting in the coming year.
Marcus Barclay

Archery NZ Annual Report – 2018
Coaching Commission
For Coaching Commission meeting to be held 8 January 2019
The Coaching Panel members for this year have been:
Coaching Convenor - Position not filled
ADAA Rep Andrew Russell
ECBOPAA Rep - Position not filled (Ron Oosterwijk appointed)
SIDAA Rep Pam Gordon
WAA Rep Gavin Blakemore
Thank you to the reps for their involvement - there have been some of the positions unfilled, so
it has taken extra effort to keep things running.
ECBOPAA has elected not to put forward a representative to the coaching panel to represent
their district.
Ron Oosterwijk and Scott Collett have supported the panel in unofficial roles - thank you very
much also for your time and help. As ECBOPAA have not elected a coaching rep, Ron was
appointed by the coaching panel to support the ArcheryNZ functions of coordinating coach
training courses, and coach seminars/camps (as necessary).
Without anyone stepping forward to hold the role of coaching convenor, the commission has
not had a direct representative on the Board, though has provided occasional updates to the
Board on progress.
Due to a number of factors including family / work commitments and ill health, not all planned
activities have been run in all District but detailed below are the activities run.
Summary of SportNZ Reporting for Coaching Commission Statistics for the reporting period to
30 April 2018 are as follows:
Overall
Total Coaches: 219 (includes 67 non-ArcheryNZ members)
Levels: 41 ArcheryNZ Foundation, 67 non-ArcheryNZ Foundation, 109
Development, 2 Performance
Gender: Female - 77, Male - 142
District: Auckland District - 88, Eastern Central Bay of Plenty District – 40,
Wellington District – 39, South Island District - 42
Ages: Youngest – 16, Oldest – 85 (approx.)
Ethnicity: Not available at present in stored information for coaches – will be
added for new coaches.
New coaches in past year
Total: 35
Levels: Foundation – 22, Development – 13

Gender: Female - 12, Male - 23
District: Auckland District - 27, South Island District - 8
Ages: Youngest – 16, Oldest – 60 (approx.)
SportNZ Funding
SportNZ has provided funding for Archery NZ to run the following each year:
1. A coach/athlete training camps in each of the four districts ($1,500 funding per course per
year)
2. Coach Development Seminars in each of the four districts ($300 funding per course per year)
3. Running grass-roots coach training courses in remote areas, i.e. not main centres ($1800
total per year)
In the May 2017 to April 2018 period, we significantly underspent, not running any training
camps, and only a few coach development seminars in the South Island. No regional coach
training courses were run.
Opportunities for the next period Our learnings this year include making the best use of our
volunteers’ time.
We should partner with commercial operators to deliver on the coach training courses, rather
than trying to run them for the minimum possible cost, and becoming restricted on availability
of volunteers.
Archery NZ Coach Training Courses
A number of Foundation and Development coach training courses have been run since the end
of the last SportNZ reporting period including in Invercargill, Dunedin, Tauranga, Wellington,
and Auckland.
If you know of a need for a course or a group interested in becoming accredited coaches please
let your district coaching representative know.
Remember the Foundation Coaching Course can be taken by non-Archery NZ members who
have not had previous archery experience but are wanting to act as instructors for camps /
clubs etc.
The Performance Coach course has not been run since the pilot. There is some interest around
the regions, but we haven’t yet been able to confirm a course after the last one was
postponed. This needs to be a focus of the next year, as while there has been a very successful
uptake of Foundation and Development Coach Levels, our Development Coaches need a path
of
progression, and our performance athletes need new coaches coming through at the
Performance level to support their aspirations.
Please register your interest on the online coach application form on the ANZ webpage if you
would like to take a Performance Coach Course (or any other level!).
Junior Disability Games + Para Archery
We again ran a one day archery event for the Halberg DSF Junior Disability Games in October at
King&#39;s College, Auckland. We had a fantastic turnout of coaches and helpers from over the

North island that came to help run the event for disabled young people with ages ranging from
8 to 21 years.
Thank you to Scott Collett for coordinating ArcheryNZ’s contribution to the event.
WA Oceania Level 2 Coach Training Course
16-24 July 2018, WA Oceania ran a Level 2 Coach Training Course. WA Oceania invited two NZ
coaches to participate in the course, and provided accommodation and meals. The Coaching
Commission sought some support from ArcheryNZ Board to provide partial funding towards
coaches’ travel, and ArcheryNZ advised that up to $500 per coach would be provided.
Applications were sought, and with good interest at reasonably short notice, the Coaching
Panel reviewed applications and selected Richard Reid (Wellington) and Scott Collett (Hamilton)
to attend. The course was led by Pascal Colmaire from WA, supported by Rob Turner, and the
coaches advised it was a valuable learning experience. We look forward to Scott and Richard
sharing their knowledge in the ArcheryNZ coaching scene, through coach training seminars and
athlete training camps.
National Coaching Program
The re-accreditation system has been reconsidered, as it is proving too time consuming and not
addressing its main purpose, which is to keep coaches engaged and better supported by us by
keeping information up to date. The coaching panel have determined not to proceed with the
re-accreditation for ArcheryNZ Coaches.
What this means for our coaches is:
 Certificates for new coaches will be produced without a reaccreditation date on them
 Existing coach qualifications will not expire
 Where existing coaches require confirmation that their qualification is current, their
district coaching representative will be able to provide a letter to confirm this upon
request
I’d like to thank all of our coaches around the country for their hard work and dedication that
goes into supporting our athletes in the sport we love.
I look forward to seeing our coaches continue their journey of upskilling and learning, and
encourage you to bring your ideas forward to the panel on how we can do better as a coaching
community.
Andrew Russell
On behalf of the Coaching Commission

ADMINISTRATION MANAGER REPORT 2018
I am currently into the 4th month of this role. Feedback that I have received, particularly from
the
National Secretary is that it has achieved in reducing the workload considerably from her and
enabled her to get on with the Secretary role itself. Feedback from other members is that
communications have improved and speed up. Both of these where targets of the role.
A great deal of time is spent on emails, replying to and sending out, which gives an indication as
to why many of the volunteer roles feel overwhelming just opening the inbox can be daunting. I
am attempting to streamline and centralise many of the Association’s activities and
communications to cut down the number of emails people in the volunteer positions receive. A
good, but simple example of this is the request for the Tournament results to only be emailed
to the Administration Manager. They are then loaded into a folder on the Google Drive which
those who need the information have access to. This cuts down the editor, webmaster,
rankings officer, selection convener, records officer, Registrations Officer etc from all receiving
(and sometime not all get them) the emails.
The centralisation of the Associations information is also vital particularly in the event when
someone steps down from a position that not all the information is lost. Not having a central
office meant that information is scattered in pockets all over New Zealand. The implementation
of TidyHQ along with Google Drive storage is assisting with this process and will be a continual
work in progress to update and improve our systems.
I also attempt to keep the ‘flow’ going. Decisions get made, cut off dates loom, reminders are
needed, things need chasing up or finding etc. It is part of my role to ensure that things are
actioned and momentum continues to avoid the sometimes stop/start activity that occurs
because volunteers are overloaded and also have a life outside of archery and can’t be
expected to spend all of their personal time on Archery NZ work.
I feel that much has been achieved in the time I have been in the role, particularly with major
changes to membership systems, information systems &amp; communications. Much of the
work that myself and the volunteer roles perform is in the background and can go un-noticed,
but is vital to the running of Archery NZ, but Archery NZ was a 100% volunteer organisation
responsible to Key Stake Holders and operating in a professional environment which had
become unsustainable, hence the need for a paid contractor.
There is still much to be achieved, particularly with a possible restructure on the horizon so I am
grateful that I have been able to support the Board &amp; Archery NZ in my role.
Karen Moffatt-McLeod
Administration Manager

ARCHERY NZ MEMBERSHIP REPORT 2018

It was with great sadness that the resignation from the Membership Secretary role was
received from Frances Ross. Frances has been in this role since 2015 and we appreciate the
work that she put into this over the nearly 4 years.
Archery NZ completed the transfer from the Zoho Database over to Tidy HQ in September 2018
just prior to the start of the 2018-2019 shooting season on 1st October 2018.
As with any transfer to a new system there are always some minor issues of which we hope the
majority have been resolved, and some where due to driver error with me taking over the role
of Membership during this time and also being new to the system.
The new system allows the generation of invoices for fees, a good reminder for many as well as
many other features which will assist with the centralisation of much of the Associations
information.
We also introduced for the first time the ability to pay via credit card which many took the
opportunity to do. Archery NZ absorbed the transactions fees for this facility.
There is still work to be done in the background and many members who still need to login and
complete their profile information. Once all of this is complete then reporting will be far more
accurate than it is currently.
Other changes are that the AIS (Archery in Schools) will also become an AIS Membership so we
can refine and semi-automate data gathering for our reporting to Sport NZ with this age group
being one of their key areas.
This season we have also included ‘Volunteer’. This is not an official membership level, rather
an opportunity for those who are the volunteers at club, district, National level who are now
members, but which to be involved with Archery NZ to join the database. So hopefully clubs in
particular will encourage their volunteers to do this. Who know, we many even have a
‘Volunteer’ of the month or year to acknowledge those who do so much in the background for
our sport.
Current Membership numbers:
Full Shooting Senior

257

Full Shooting Junior
Made up of:
Junior
Cadet
Intermediate
Cub
Kiwi

201
36
40
54
47
7

No /incorrect DOB’s
Senior Postal
Junior Postal
Social members
Non Shooting
AIS
Total membership as at 18.12.18

17
66
27
33
42
will start in 2019
628 plus 7 Life Members

Membership was 527 at 31st May 2018, so we have seen an increase for this season already.
More detailed data will be available once everyone has checked and completed their profile
information.
Only Full Shooting Senior & Junior Members were issued with membership cards for this
season. These are the people who need to show them at tournaments. The increasing costs of
postage along with the sheer amount of time to print, cut up, laminate and send did not make it
sustainable to continue with this method. Alternative ‘electronic’ membership cards are being
looked into for 2019-2020 year and beyond.

Karen Moffatt-McLeod
Administration Manager

Convener of Selectors Report 2018
What a year 2018 was for Archery NZ representation on the World Stage! I think records have
been broken all over the place with sending our largest Senior Team to World Cup Stage 1
Shanghai – a full Team of 16 Archers & 2 Officials, to our first ever archer to represent New
Zealand at the Youth Olympics!
We had athlete representation at an International level at the following events:
WA World Indoor Championships

=1

World Cup 1

= 16

World Cup 2

=2

World Cup 3

=3

World Cup 4

=1

Asia Cup 2

=1

Trans Tasman

= 24

Oceania Championships

= 11

Oceania Youth Championships

= 23

WA World Field Championships

=1

Youth Olympic Games

=1

84 archers at Eleven Events accompanied by 15 Officials. Got to be a record year!
I believe this may also be the first time we have had representation at each of the 4 World Cups
in the same year.
High lights from those events:
Olivia Hodgson, Asia Cup 2 got through to 2nd round Match Play, knocking 7th seed out in the
first round.
Olivia also knocked out 2nd seed and World no.10 out in the first round of match play at World
Cup 3.
World Cup 1 saw some great Compound results with Elizabeth Randle 17th in individual, 17th in
Women’s Team with Lisa Walker & Leah Huff, 9th I Mixed Team with Brian Rowe & a PB of 148
in Match Play. This was Elizabeth’s first senior international representation, and Lisa, Leah’s &
Brian’s first World Archery experience.

Rebecca Jones secured the Youth Olympic spot for New Zealand in a 1 arrow shoot off against
Olivia Sloan at the CQT (wish we could have sent both!) going on to Nomination to and
Selection by the NZOC. Rebecca went on to finish 7th in the Individual and 4th in the Team’s
match Play.
Also to be noted from the CQT was Finn Matheson’s battle with Jason Hurnell of Australia.
Unfortunately Finn could not secure the men’s spot in the final match play round.
Oceania Championships saw Adam Kaluzny take the MR gold in Match Play in his usual calm
fashion.
Trans Tasman saw records abound as well as many PB’s:
3 of the team shot Trans Tasman records
2 of the team shot New Zealand records
Several archers shot personal bests, or very close to their personal best.
Well done to all those who qualified and represented Archery NZ & New Zealand.
The change to Selection in 2018 from score based qualification round selection to Selection
Event worked well and renewed much interest in archers wishing to represent Archery NZ and
received praise from the archers & coaches. What worked well for 2018 seems to not be met
with such enthusiasm and far more criticism for the 2019 year. We can only continue to run the
Selection Event system if archers wish to put themselves forward. I would hate to see a return
to the score based system that was not working for the Association nor the archers.
Along with the fantastic participation and results of 2018, it has been a difficult and somewhat
trying year for the Selection Panel with a new member getting up to speed, time constraints
due to personal/work commitments which have seen policies for 2019 coming out very late in
the year. It is not easy to perform as a Selection Panel without the support of a High
Performance Manager, and the Panel & I undertake tasks that a Selection Panel would not
usually do in the absence of this position. Hence mistakes do get made unfortunately, we are
only human after all. There also seems to be a general negativity regarding selection & the
selection panel. While feedback and comment are appreciated and listen to, hence the massive
change to how teams were selected this year, making the scores lower, MQS easier etc does
not assist this sport to grow and perform better on the world stage. We have 2 years of
‘development’ over 2018 & 2019 and once we hit 2020 the level of performance will need to
increase to obtain the MQS moving forward. The Black shirt is something that needs to be
desired and worked for. While we understand competing overseas puts a lot of financial
pressure on archers (and the officials) until we start returning even better results on that world
stage, Archery NZ will not gain funding from HPSNZ. They want the results and the funding is
the reward. 85-90% of the elite athletes and high performing athletes in New Zealand are in
the same boat of constantly paying their own way and seeking funding themselves to do this.

Archery NZ does apply for support from HPSNZ and one day hope the answer will be yes, so we
then can assist our archers.
On an even more concerning note there have been a few incidences of poor or inappropriate
behaviour between archers and some general inappropriate & un-sportsman like behaviour in
general. We are a small archer community here in this country and while we do not expect
everyone will be the best of friends, everyone should be treated with respect. For those who
sign the Archery NZ Team Member Code of Conduct & Agreement as a Selector I am concerned
that it is not always being upheld. Read the agreement to be clear on what is expected and
what is unacceptable. For any representative team members who break the terms of this
agreement realise you are risking action to be taken by Archery NZ and if serious enough or
continual flouting of the agreement may result in expulsion from the team and/or nonselection to future teams. It is a good time for everyone to also refresh themselves on the
Archery NZ Member Protection Policy as well. Whether at club, district, National or
International level you have a responsibility to promote the sport and act at all times in a
manner that shows you respect others and yourself.
It is a shame to close what has been a positive and successful year for Archery NZ on the world
stage having to address this behaviour and I truly hope that 2019 will see the last of this.
Karen Moffatt-McLeod
Convener of Selectors

ARCHERY NEW ZEALAND RANKING ADMINISTRATOR REPORT for
2018
For the period from October 2017 to the end of September 2018, my
main activity as Ranking Administrator has been to continue to provide
the ranking lists as close to the start of the following month as possible,
and once again this year, this has slipped due to work and life
pressures, for which I apologise. The ranking data from 2011 onwards
is available on the ArcheryNZ website. In terms of tournaments and rounds shot, for the period
October 2017 to the end of September 2018, there have been 91 tournaments and 2,125 rounds
shot by archers, effectively the same number of tournaments shot, but an increase in the number
of rounds shot from 2,019. Hence in the last
year, there have been the same number, but
Rounds and
on average, slightly larger events. I have
Tournaments from 2008
updated the graph opposite that shows this
to 2017
trend over the last few years for the numbers
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As far as the database is concerned, the only
update I have made is to now include a table
showing the rounds entering into the system
(please see below on results submissions). In
terms of my intentions for the next year, I want
to optimise some aspects of the database and
include ArcheryNZ membership numbers in
the rankings at some stage.

This next paragraph would be for my annual
plea about tournament results, and the format
they get delivered in. It is here once again this
year, as there is now increasing – but not
rounds
tournaments
complete – use of the new Excel (.xlsx) results
template, which is making things easier for me
Years listed are the October of that year, and
to process, so thank you to those of you who
represent the results from the shooting calendar
are adopting the template. I again reiterate
year from October to September, not the calendar
that this template, and tab-delimited IanSEO
year.
output (no more PDFs please) is the only
acceptable results format for me to work with into 2018. Tournament results that are still being
provided in PDF format and require manual handling is one of the reasons the rankings are
taking longer to work on than I would like. My work patterns show no sign of changing into
2019, consequently, I will not have the hours it takes to process PDF. Therefore, I ask tournament
organisers to please help me to help the archers by only using the results temple for the returning
of results.

Talking of which, as many of you are now aware, from now on all tournament results – RMT and
above – should be sent to the Administration Manager of ArcheryNZ to prevent extra handling
of data. Thank you once again to all those of you who sent me results under the previous system.
I hope that 2019 and the new Excel template reinvigorates tournament organisers to send in their
results, but only in .xlsx format (no PDFs please).
I continue to monitor the major international events (World Cups and events for which archers
have been selected), though if you have shot overseas in a tournament, please send me a link to,
or the results, yourself. Some people do do this for me already, and it is a great help, and thank
you for that.
I am always open to comments and suggestions to make the ranking system better or clearer, so
please contact me at the usual address below if you have any ideas.
Good shooting, and all the best for 2019,
Patrick Biggs
rankingadmin@archerynz.co.nz

Editor and Webmaster Report 2018
Editor
This year marked the first year that the magazine was completely online at
http://magazine.archerynz.co.nz. We started the year with 200 subscribers and ended with
140. I would love to encourage more archers to pay the $10 subscription fee and access not
only the most recent magazine but the last 25 issues as well as a whole lot of great articles
written by our very own archers, coaches and judges over the years. Our Facebook page is
doing well, and currently has 670 likes and followers. About 40% of readers use the site on their
mobiles or tablet devices.
Unfortunately in October this year the website was hacked and several pages of information
were changed. No personal details were compromised, and we have doubled-down on security
and upgraded the system so that this may be prevented in future. It is not a pleasant feeling to
have happen and we hope it doesn’t happen again!
Issue 544, the February issue in 2018, was the most popular magazine this year, followed
closely by 547, which gave the rundown on the Oceania Championships.
There were some queries earlier in the year to allow archers to download the magazines to
print themselves, and so a download link has been created alongside each magazine. The
magazines can be downloaded right from the flipbook mechanism, but a separate link has also
been created. Only subscribers can log in and download the book.
In regards to content, the magazine has had some easy times and difficult times. Based on the
fact that there are some months were “business is slow” and it has been very hard for me to
get the magazine going or filled with content, we are changing the number of issues from 6 a
year to quarterly (4) with the emphasis on filling the magazine with information about the
previous three months. Moving forward we will have:
December/January/February (Christmas and National events)
March/April/May (Easter and NI, SI (senior and junior) championship events)
June/July/August (Indoor events)
September/October/November (usually overseas, field and season start events)
This should make it easier for me to deliver content that everyone wants to read. Looking
forward to next year and more exciting articles, and please encourage your friends to subscribe,
Caro
Editor

Webmaster
This year I have spent a lot of time uploading documents to the website, uploading new events
and sending out news articles. There are some days and weeks which are much busier than
others!
I have also been trying to update information which is outdated, including a huge overhaul to
the Shooting Rules alongside Logan Andrew, and collating information into a single repository,
such as the judges page, and the NZ Postal Leagues page, which were separated into about 10
pages each but have now been combined into a more organised, centralised area.
I have to thank Kelly Atkinson and Lisa Walker for helping out with the website as well. About
once every six months they have gone through the site and tried to find information that might
need updating or is missing, and we have worked together to update it where necessary.
Karen as Admin has also been essential to getting the website updated with new and relevant
information, and we hope in the New Year to crack the puzzle of the navigation!
Cheers
Caro
Editor and Webmaster

Youth Awards Registrar Activity Report

6/12/2018

Recent Activity:
I have had very few pin claims since the previous report. The most notable increase in activity
for me would be at the Neroli Fairhall triple 1440 competition held at Christchurch Archery
Club. As I was at the tournament and someone had brought a number of claim forms, archers
who had obtained pin worthy scores were keen to claim pins. I would assume this is to do with
being able to have the pins immediately and not have the uncertainty and wait of postage. It
was a lack of foresight on my part that I did not bring any claim forms or spread the word that I
(the youth awards registrar) would be at the competition and open to receiving pin claims. In
future I plan to bring claim forms and a number of pins with me when I attend competitions (I
will only bring pins to local competitions and ones within short distance) to facilitate easier pin
claiming.
Julia Harrison

RMT Registrar Report for 2018
The year started off slowly with 14 RMTs being registered between January and September (6
for Aimtru, 6 for Manawatu and 2 for Randwick). These were all WA720 rounds.
Once we got into October through they started flooding in. I received 53 WA720 registrations
for the period of 1 October to 31 December (1 each from River Glade, Shore and Christchurch; 2
each from Southland and Marangai; 3 from Auckland; 5 from Mountain Green; 6 from
Manawatu; and a whopping 32 from Aimtru). I also received 2 clout RMT registrations from the
Auckland District Archery Association.
That makes a grand total of 69 RMTs registered this year.
Allison Graham

Records Officer Report
Overall, not much has changed with the record system in 2018. I have been much busier this
year than previous years, so records have been slower to go out. Apologies to those waiting, I
will make more of an effort in 2019 to do monthly record entries.
Some highlights:
- We have had approx. 195 records broken this year
- 3 Trans Tasman record broken
- Huge number of Barebow records broken (over 40), likely due to more archers shooting
barebow over the last 12-24 months
- Two juniors, Levi Westford and Rebecca Jones, broke a large number of records, with
some very high scoring rounds (eg 706/720 for Levi).
Thanks to Mike Ashburn for helping me out a couple of times during the year when I have been
had questions, his speedy responses have been brilliant.
A few things to note:
Changes this year
- Records are now being printing by Mike and Linda Lainchbury @ Crystaline Digital &
screen Printing
- Signatures are now being printed on the certificates, rather than requiring the president
and records officer to manually do this. Big time saver and will further reduce cost
(double posting)
Future suggestions
- Discussion about providing archers with a PDF copy of the certificate as well as/rather
than a printed copy. I suspect not too many people would opt for a PDF copy rather
than a printed copy, but ArcheryNZ could save a lot of money, and records could be
delivered faster, if this was adopted.
- Online, single system to deliver results/records/rankings. These are being double/triple
handled and is slowing the advancement of ArcheryNZ into the digital ages.
Steve Clifton

Archery NZ Teams Postal Report 2018
Another Teams postal is up and running, and have been working with Steve Clifton on getting
changes in archery OSA for Club captains (or equivalent) to be able to enter their Teams Scores.
He has completed some changes but has a couple more to do so still getting manual Results.
The Vote to change the 4th round from one month (February) to two months was passed
making the Final round now in April. The main feedback from people against this was from
clubs who shoot this in the week and said April will be too dark for them.
The October round had some interesting results especially in Division one with some
unexpected Strong teams taking loses. I think this may be in part to be because of the emphasis
on getting qualification scores by the better archers and hence not wanting to interrupt their
training in participating. Also a couple of close results, here was my blurb for it.
Thanks to everyone for getting your results in promptly.
There were some close results in some of the divisions and I can see we are going to have some
close competitions this year.
Worth mentions were –
 GGWAS managed to sneak in ahead of Waiarapa by 2 points in division 6
 Rosebank beat Geraldine by 3 points in division 3

If you are having problems entering the results on the Return sheet you are welcome to call me
on 021 677 527. Please note you need to put in the archer details on the “Data” sheet first
before putting in your results on the “Results” sheet. This is so you can use a copy of the sheet in
the next round an only need to enter any new archers as you will already have your archers from
the previous rounds.
Have had the usual clubs submit Ryan/Frasor/Hamilton shield results and have found a piece of
Kauri for making the Hamilton shield and are working on the Design. (Am consulting my
daughter who is at Elam Art School to come up with a couple of design concepts) Am
considering a concept of a rectangular “Rough” block (to represent the “rawness” of Long and
Bare bow) with it graduating to smooth in the middle with imbedded small long bow and Bare
bow, or perhaps part Bows, strung, merging into the block from the Block on say a 5-10
degree angle.

Cheers
Kerry

Trophy Steward Report – 2018
I have volunteered for this role since the last Archery New Zealand AGM (2018) and have been
gradually cataloguing and setting up an electronic record for the current ANZ trophies. Thank
you to Robyn Denton for setting up the trophy spreadsheets from 2016 Nationals which I have
used as a basis for the database.
Archery New Zealand Trophies have been awarded in 2019 at:
 ANZ Outdoor Nationals (Target and Clout)
 ANZ Field Championships (Field and Champion of Champion)
 ANZ North Island Championships
 ANZ North Island Youth Championships
 ANZ Indoor Nationals
Trophies
The Champion of Champion divisions for the ANZ National Championship awarded trophies
have most of the divisions commonly contested, a trophy to be awarded. This is less so for the
Champion Field, Clout and Target divisions.
The North Island Championships have trophies for Recurve Senior Male and Female divisions
and Compound Senior Male and Female Divisions. Similarly, these same divisions have trophies
available for the Archery New Zealand Indoor Nationals.
Further donations of trophies are gratefully accepted. If you would like to know what divisions
are void of trophies, please contact the Trophy Steward or Archery New Zealand Administration
Manager.
It is thought several trophies are missing - If you have any ANZ trophies from the Outdoor
Nationals (or any other Archery New Zealand tournament), even if you won them years ago
please contact Archery New Zealand as we would love to see them back to pass onto the
current and future winners. If you know of anybody who has left archery that may have one,
please check with them. Search in clubrooms, you never know what you might find.
Marianne Grant
Trophy Steward

Reports not available at the time of this email:
Presidents Report – this will be available at a later date
Treasurers Report – this will be available at a later date
Judges Commission Report – position vacant
Youth Convener Report – position vacant
Youth Postal Report
AIS Report
Registrars Report

